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THE DEEP ROOTS 
OF NIGHTMARES

Andrew Crabtree

Webs of relations

Can there be floods even after the Kosi Barrage has been built upstream? [. . .] Can man
win against Mother Kosi? [. . .] See what happens when you try to dam the Kosi!

A bolt of thunder crackled and lightning strikes one of the fields. The world is drowning
in a liquid darkness [. . .] It is the end of the world [. . .] Disaster! Catastrophe! 
Hapless helpless villagers attempt to pacify Mother Kosi by beating their drums and cymbals
and singing songs of appeasement. Young men set about cutting lathes and bamboos to
construct makeshift shelters. Shrill voices emerge from fearful throats to the accompani-
ment of drums and cymbals: ‘O Mother Kosi, I fall at your feet! I will offer flowers to
you-o-o-u-u’ [. . .]

From ‘Old Story, New Moral’ by Phanishwarnath 
Renu (2010)

Renu’s short story (see textbox ‘Old Story, New Moral’) turns into a political 
satire about blame, responsibility and political gain. Fifty years after being written,
it was reprinted in The Hindu at the start of the 2008 Kosi flood (Bihar, India),
calling the flood an ‘annual ritual’ out of which politicians gain much mileage.
The story here suggests that politicians should lose much mileage, but Nitish 
Kumar was nonetheless returned to power as Chief Minister of Bihar in a landslide
victory.

The research presented in this chapter has its origins in epidemiological studies
on the psychosocial consequences of flooding disasters in developing countries.
These show that mental health problems can be severe and pervasive, ‘even’ a 10
percent incidence rate of a disorder translates into large numbers, especially given
the lack of mental health facilities in developing countries (Crabtree 2012). While
such studies are important in providing an overview of ‘outcomes’ at any one time
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and in pointing to unmet needs, they are weak in terms of causal explanations for
two main reasons. First, disasters are a meeting of hazard and vulnerability (Wisner
et al. 2004). Epidemiological studies tend not to examine the vulnerability context
as a whole but are limited to a few predicative factors (usually exposure, age and
gender). Second, they do not reveal any secondary stressors that may influence
outcomes (Crabtree 2012). An additional limitation to these studies is that they
aim to establish the extent of particular disorders but they do not try to explain
why certain mental health problems do not arise. The research presented here
examines these issues. It is based on fieldwork carried out in the village of Rajni
in Bihar, India, eighteen months after the 2008 Kosi River flooding.

Oliver-Smith succinctly states that ‘disasters are best conceptualised in terms of
the web of relations that link society (the organisation of relations among individuals
and groups), environment (the linkages with the physical world in which people
and groups are both constituted and constituting), and culture (the values, norms,
beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge that pertain to that organisation and those
relations)’ (Oliver-Smith 1999, pp. 28–9). This chapter examines these relations.
In doing so, it draws upon Pierre Bourdieu’s work, which provides a rich set of
conceptual tools to explicate just such relations. Thus the next section briefly out-
lines Bourdieu’s ideas. Thereafter, the chapter turns to the 2008 Kosi River 
flood, outlining the vulnerability context for the event before presenting the specifics
of the actual case. The final section presents conclusions. One main conclusion is
that psychosocial interventions of various kinds, while important, will only provide
partial resolution to a vulnerability issue. In a Bihari context, dealing with
psychosocial problems requires fundamental sociocultural changes, land reforms in
particular.

156 Andrew Crabtree

OLD STORY, NEW MORAL

Depression in the Bay of Bengal causes a cyclone. Snow on some Himalayan
peak melts. Rain-heavy clouds begin to gather and unleash their fury over the
dense jungles of the Terai. The plains await the impending catastrophe, tense
and still.

The cattle grazing by the banks of the Kari-Kosi River sniffed something in
the air and shied away in startled panic. An old cow ran helter-skelter with
her tail in the air. The old cowherd looked closely at the water in the river. He
cupped a handful and sniffed it. It smelt of the earth and was reddish-ochre.
Reddish water meant water from the hills – did it mean floodwaters were soon
to be upon them?

The young cowherd laughed at his fears. But the shivering in the bodies
of the animals increased. They stood in a herd beside the riverbank staring at
the swirling waters and began showing increasing signs of panic. And not one
of them – not even the newest-born calf – put his mouth to the grass to graze.
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Fields of tender wheat, corn and jute spread on either side of the tributaries
of the Kari-Kosi – the Panar, Bakra, Lohandra and Mahanadi rivers – as though
someone has painted the land a rich dark green with a coarse thick brush.
Mango groves and courtyards echo with the sweet songs of Madhushravani.
And in the air there is the heady smell of the red, fuchsia and yellow veils
belonging to the brides fluttering in the breeze.

The Easterly wind sings and dances and whirls inside a bamboo grove. And
keeping tune with it, countless spirits and demonesses swing from the branches
of the trees chuckling and whooping with fearsome delight.

In the patter of the rain a piteous indistinct cry emerges from the darkness
to shiver through the village – He-e-e-e-o-o-o-o-o!

The spirits of the bamboo grove run towards the fields with countless
flickering fireflies studded in their veils. Mothers clutch scared children to their
bosom. Someone standing in a field far away beside the river bank again cries
out for help. He-e-e-e-o-o-o-o-o!

Why is the goddess of the fields crying in the middle of the night? Is disaster
about to strike?

The cry for help becomes fainter and in its place there is a roar, a terrifying
thunderous angry growl: Gooo-o-o-o.

The growl seems to be coming closer. The people from the northern-most
villages shout in one voice: ‘Floods! O God, help!’

‘The waters of the Bakra River are sloshing past its eastern and western banks.
There is water up till the waist beside the boundary of my fields.’

‘Have pity on us, Queen Kosi!’
Can there be floods even after the Kosi Barrage has been built upstream?

. . . Can man win against Mother Kosi? . . . See what happens when you try
to dam the Kosi!

A bolt of thunder crackled and lightning strikes one of the fields. The world
is drowning in a liquid darkness . . . It is the end of the world . . . Disaster!
Catastrophe! Hapless helpless villagers attempt to pacify Mother Kosi by beating
their drums and cymbals and singing songs of appeasement. Young men set
about cutting lathes and bamboos to construct makeshift shelters. Shrill voices
emerge from fearful throats to the accompaniment of drums and cymbals: ‘O
Mother Kosi, I fall at your feet! I will offer flowers to you-o-o-u-u . . .’

And dancing to the tune of these words, Kosi Maiya comes traipsing into
the village and within the blink of an eye, fields and granaries, homes and
barns and trees – everything begins to dance to this tune: Ta-ta-thaiya, ta-ta-
thaiya, Dhin-tak-dhinna, Chhamak-kat-chham!

Now there are no drums and cymbals, no songs and pleas; only clamour
and confusion!

‘Mother! Help! I’m gone! . . . Father! Help! . . . Watch it! . . . Be careful! 
. . . There, there . . . Hey Sugni! . . . Ramlalva! . . . O Dear Lord Mahadev! . . . 
I am drowning! Help! . . . The water has reached the chest in the courtyard! 
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. . . Not here, not here! This thatch is not strong enough! . . . Snake! Snake! 

. . . Where is the rope? . . . Here, pass the sickle . . . Ta-ta-thaiya, ta-ta-thaiya,
Dance, Dance, Kosi Maiya, Dhin-tak-dhinna, Chhamak-kat-chham!’

In the patchy light of early morning the old vulture sitting on the plume
of the tallest palm in the village saw: for miles all round there is nothing but
swirling, lapping ochre waters, and in the middle occasional islands of what
were once villages and in these villages one or two houses and sitting on their
roofs a huddle of people. And there, in the distance, the corpse of a buffalo
– and beyond that drowned fields showing the drooping plumes of wilted
maize.

The clouds are gathering once again. The wind is picking up once more.
Mercy! Have mercy on us!

*

The dream of this area’s lifelong Servant of the People – the candidate defeated
in the last elections – has finally come true! Mother Kosi has given him yet
another opportunity to ‘serve’ the people. Hail to thee, Mother! May you live
long! This time, God willing, he will not rest till he has defeated his opponent.
He is busy trying to establish telephone contact with the District Magistrate
and various Ministers of State: ‘Hello! Hello!’

The regional correspondent of a major Delhi-based newspaper has come
across a major breaking news story after years, but: ‘What? You don’t have
telegram forms? . . . Trrrrinnngggg.’

‘Hello, I am the party leader Sharma speaking. About 50 villages are
completely drowned. No, sir, not boats, villages . . . villages are drowned. The
DM must be informed, sir. . . . The MLA? . . . But sir, he is from the opposition
party! . . .’

The party worker caught hold of the newspaper reporter at the post office
counter, took him to his camp and said, ‘Write . . . let it be remembered that
such a flood has never struck before . . .’

‘But 10 years ago . . .’
‘Who remembers what happened 10 years ago? Now, write, as soon as I

got the news I reached the flood-affected areas in the middle of the night 
. . . Mine should be the very first response in print.’

The reporter uses his journalistic horse sense: ‘But the MLA has already given
his statement – to the First Press of India – on the telephone itself.’

Sharma’s face fell . . . God has granted him this opportunity to serve the
people after so long and the opponent gets first shot at making a statement
to the press? The enemy gets to be first? At the time of the Chinese invasion
too he had got left behind in making speeches and collecting funds. And this
time, again?
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‘Look here, how many flood-affected villages did I say? 50? Make it 250 
. . . If more villages are affected we will get more ‘relief’ for this district. I can
do anything for the good of my people and my district. And if it so pleases
God, by tomorrow 200 villages can get submerged.’

Early next morning the reporter sent another urgent dispatch: ‘Last night
another 250 villages were submerged due to the breaking of the Bardaha Dam.’
And Sharma was working the telephone lines again: ‘Hello! Hello Patna . . .’

The traders and moneylenders of Rampur kasbah were quick to understand
that such an opportunity for ‘auspicious gain’ does not come every day. At
the time of the Chinese invasion they had missed the bus. This time while all
the fuss was going on about the drought God had sent them the floods.

‘Brothers! Brothers! This evening. There will be a grand assembly. Of the
people of Rampur. At the local town hall. To set up a committee. For the flood-
affected. Brothers! . . .’

‘It’s come! The relief wagon has come! . . .’
‘The Minster for Irrigation is coming!’
‘Donate generously, Brother, give rice-clothes-money . . .’
‘Long Live Freedom!’
The boys of the two schools of Rampur kasbah – the Middle and Higher

Secondary – took out processions, singing songs and collecting old clothes.
By evening they had split into two groups. The quarrel flared from arguments
to abuses and knives and bamboos being taken out to beat each other.

However, the Servant of the People, Sharmaji, was elected undisputed to
the post of Chairman of the Relief Committee.

All the famous leaders of the major political parties have descended on
Rampur kasbah with their entourage of ‘workers’. Each has set up his own
camp. A group of government doctors and nurses has arrived. Government
officers are occupying every room in the Dak Bungalows. A Coordination
Meeting has been convened. Each political party has proposed the name of
a representative for the Vigilance Committee. Almost every party is split into
two groups: the ‘official’ group and the ‘dissident’ group. In every camp, a
half-buried discontent smoulders.

‘. . . Tomorrow the Chief Minister will make a “flying inspection”.’
‘. . . The Union Minister for Food and Civil Supplies is also flying down.’
‘. . . The Minister for River Valley Development has issued a statement.’
‘. . . And the relief is on its way. Ten trucks laden with rice-flour-oil-cloth-

kerosene-matches-sago are on their way.’
‘Brothers! This evening. There will be a public gathering. In the Municipal

Grounds. Where the strictest discontent will be expressed. Against the 
present government’s relief efforts. And the arbitrary setting up of the Relief
Committee . . .’

*
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Helpless, starving and thirsty people surrounded by water on all sides –
marooned atop thatches, trees and mounds – saw the boats arrive.

The nearest boat has a flag – a Congress flag!
The one behind has one too – but it is a different colour!
‘. . . Long Live Mahatma Gandhi!’
‘Huh? Why Mahatma Gandhi? What has he to do with anything?’
‘Don’t get so excited, or the branch will break.’
The boats draw closer. The Servant of the People himself rides the first one.

‘Brothers, even though you did not vote for me in the last election, I contacted
the Chief Minister, the Food Supplies Minister, the Irrigation Minister as soon
as I heard of your plight . . .’

The workers of the opposition party ride the second boat. In one voice,
they oppose Sharmaji’s claims: ‘You are using the government boat and
government aid to wrongfully campaign for the Party . . .’

Sharmaji’s boat sprinkles the submerged villages with speeches and goes
away. The people in the boat directly behind it oppose every word.

‘A bigger boat is on its way.’
‘Brother, is there only a boat coming or does it carry something? The

children are faint with hunger. My daughter is about to die . . .’
Two dozen boats plied the waters till the evening, gathering people. At

night the relief officer told the Vigilance Committee in plain words: ‘The boats
must not carry the flag of any political party . . . Nothing should be given
without taking a thumbprint or signature . . . We simply cannot provide bidis
. . . It is unethical to either praise or criticise any political party while distributing
relief supplies. Those who continue to indulge in such practices will henceforth
not be given any responsibilities by the Committee.’

There is no work yet for the doctors and nurses. They are busy playing
‘indoor’ and ‘outdoor’ games – ‘Game-ball’ . . . ‘Two spade’ . . . ‘Hey Miss
Bannerji’ . . . ‘No trump’.

Arrangements have been made for the flood-affected villagers on the high
ground near the railway bridge – under the trees, beside the haat, in the school
compound. And also for people to stay in villages where the floodwaters have
not entered but which are surrounded by high waters. Boats ply the waters
regularly, carrying rations to and fro. Several groups of doctors and nurses
have been deployed to run health centres at such places.

The waters are gradually receding. The ferrymen are beginning to feel
cooped up in the camps. These free-spirited people hear the news of the
receding waters and become restless. They are creatures of the water. They
can stay for months in mud and water. . . . Their thumbs have blackened with
all the thumb imprints they have been giving. . . . No, no . . . That dog-faced
officer was trying to entice my Sugni, did you know? . . . A bunch of thieves,
that’s what they are!
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A major newspaper from Delhi published an expose: ‘The engineers of the
Public Works Department have shown remarkable short-sightedness in building
several small dams on minor rivers and their tributaries, such as the old
distributary channels of the Kosi. That is why those villages which were never
affected by the floods are submerged under water this year. Inept government
servants . . .’

Another daily newspaper placed the blame squarely on the officials of a
neighbouring country and said, ‘In building a barrage close to the border of
our state, the neighbouring kingdom has stopped the drainage outflow of all
the small rivers in northern Bihar. A flood such as this would never have
happened had the concerned officials bothered to consult our experts before
building the barrage.’

The local rag declared the flood a ‘manmade’ calamity and announced: ‘It
isn’t the neighbouring state, but the oarsmen of the neighbouring country
who have drowned us!’

Eventually, rats were found to be responsible for the breaking of the
Bardaha Dam. Rats had dug up countless tunnels through its foundation,
making it weak and porous – in less than a year!

*

A flock of vultures is soaring in the skies. Countless dark wings – like black
clouds hovering overhead. And on the earth bloated carcasses of dead animals.
And destroyed crops and rotting plants in the fields. The stink! Oh, that terrible
malodorous smell!

Straggling groups of people – heads bent, clutching babies, herding their
pitifully few cocks, hens, goat and sheep, some on wagons and carts, others
on their shoulders – are returning to villages where not a trace of their huts
remains nor even a pinch of grain in their fields. But their feet are racing
homewards. After nearly 30–35 days of hellish exile, a flood of love has
overwhelmed their hearts – love for their homeless villages and mud-filled 
fields.

The gods have come once again to live in these spirits buried under
government relief, debt and assistance. For days they have fought amongst
themselves for survival and pleaded with government officials for relief 
supplies. Greed made them fight, steal, covet . . . Satan had come to roost in
their hearts.

In the month of Ashwin the sun appears without fail to awaken the earth.
Green tufts of grass glimmer in the drying mud.

A skein of wild geese circles above, crying ‘paink-paink’. At this moment
everything seems dear and sweet – even the kites, crows and vultures. Are
those cranes in the water-filled ditches or Koka flowers? Branches of the
Haarsinghar are heavy with sweet-smelling flowers. The lilt of welcome, of new
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arrival, is in the air. The mother is coming! That beggar woman? Is she the
Goddess Annapurna, the provider, the fertile Mother Goddess?

The Ashtami moon laughs amid the clear serene waters of the Kari-Kosi.
Eventually, rats were found to be responsible for the breaking of the

Bardaha Dam. Rats had dug up countless tunnels through its foundation,
making it weak and porous – in less than a year!

Source: ‘Old Story, New Moral’ (original title in Hindi ‘Purani Kahani, Naya Paath’), short
story by Phanishwarnath Renu (2010), translated from the Hindi by Dr. Rakhshanda Jalil.

Bourdieu’s conceptual framework

In ‘Distinction’, Bourdieu (1984) sums up his ideas in the following schematic
formula: [(habitus) (capital)] + field = practice. This formula, I suggest, can be a way
of explaining the sociocultural context of a disaster. I shall take each of Bourdieu’s
concepts in turn.

Habitus is a cultural theory of action (Swartz 1997) and a ‘structured and
structuring structure’ (Bourdieu 1990, p. 170). It is a way of connecting structure
with agency and agency with the re-creation of structure. Bourdieu uses the concept
to reject both the determinist structuralist tradition of Durkheim or Lévi-Strauss,
who give little importance to agency, and the individualism of Sartre and rational
choice theory, which give little importance to social structures. Habitus is in part
ingrained; it is ‘the strategy-generating principle enabling agents to cope with
unforeseen and ever changing situations’ (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, p. 18).
At the individual level, societal structures, regularities or principles provide the
context of individual agency and affect our dispositions, tendencies, propensities
and inclinations – our way of being and doing. Yet we are not overly socialised;
there is also the creative agent who plays a role in structuring structures. In our
present case, the caste system provides the overall structure within which action
takes place, yet it does not determine everything. Indeed, during the first phases
of the flood, villagers discarded the caste system and helped one another and doing
so was one of the strongest mitigators of harm (for similar observations, cf. Oliver-
Smith 1986, Bonanno et al. 2010).

Symbolic systems are, for Bourdieu, one part of the structuring structures that
are in turn structured by structuring agents. A habitus includes beliefs, ideas, values
and norms usually associated with culture as enumerated by Oliver-Smith. Some
of these, doxa, are taken for granted and are unquestioned basic assumptions about
the world. The importance Bourdieu gives to agency underlines the fact that culture
is not just passive, something we ‘have/possess’, but is dynamic, being constantly
created and re-created.

Societies are dynamic because of the aims people and groups aspire to, the
strategies they undertake in order to lead the lives they value, and the desire to
increase capital. Bourdieu (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992) identifies four main forms
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of capital: economic (finances, land, property), cultural (such as skills and education),
symbolic (prestige, honour, caste status) and social (networking, patronage). Those
who have power, who have accumulated various kinds of capital, often exercise
symbolic violence. This involves denying recognition to others. The basic insight
here is that humans are social beings and thus lack of respect from others can be
devastating (Bourdieu 2000). Bourdieu’s list of forms of capital is not exhaustive.
Despite their importance, environmental issues are absent from Bourdieu’s work.
Taken from ecological economics, the term ‘natural capital’, the stock of natural
ecosystems, can be employed to make up this deficit (Brand 2009). In the current
case, cultivatable land may, for example, be considered natural capital. All forms
of capital can be accumulated (or lost) over time, passed on from one generation
to the next, or, within limits, exchanged. Power is related to the possession, or
lack, of different forms of capital.

Bourdieu’s notion of field was not present in his earlier work, undertaken in
Algeria in the 1960s. Later, he would define the term and see fields such as the
educational field and the economic field as becoming increasingly distinct in modern
societies. A field’s structure is determined by the force between the players within
it, which is dependent on the capital each player possesses and the relevance of
that capital to a particular field. Power is thus seen as relational, and fields are sites
of struggle, domination and subordination. Fields consist not only of individuals
but also of institutions, organisations and markets. All fields are hierarchical and
relate to the overall field of power. Bourdieu saw the field of power in France as
being determined by two forms of competing capital: economic and cultural.
Conflicts thus related to both economic (material) and symbolic, cultural, resources.

Schematic formulae have their limitations, and the formula above is perhaps
best thought of as a heuristic device to show that the concepts of habitus, capital,
field and practice are inextricably interrelated. However, the formula helps us guard
against using Bourdieu’s concepts in isolation – a practice which is fairly widespread
(Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992). We now turn to see how Bourdieu’s thinking
can illuminate our understanding of the psychosocial consequences of the Kosi flood.

Root causes and structuring structures: Bihar prior to the
2008 Kosi flood

Disasters are deeply rooted (Wisner et al. 2004). Similarly, the caste system, with
is historical roots in the third century BC, remains the dominant habitus (structuring
structure) of social, cultural and economic structures in rural Bihar and pervades
all forms of capital, beliefs and practices. This structuring structure has not remained
static but has undergone important changes, primarily as related to colonisation
and caste conflict.

Symbolic ‘systems’ can be paradoxical. The villagers of Rajni described
themselves as Kabir Panthis (followers of Sant Kabir the truth-seeker) and Vaishnavas.
However, while Kabir rejected the caste system, Hinduism and Islam in favour of
a direct relationship with an incarnate God, Vaishnavas are Hindus who support
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the caste system and worship a multiplicity of gods and goddesses and thus maintain
the existing structure. How the two systems came to be combined is unknown as
there is a lack of written historical records, but it is a case of actors reshaping their
cultures to give them their own meaning (Bahuguna, undated). The Vaishnava
influence proved the stronger, leaving the social structure, and the symbolic
violence done to the lower castes, untouched. Vegetarianism seems to be the sole
remnant of Kabir’s teaching.

It should also be stated that culture can play a double role both as a cause of
psychosocial problems relating to the caste system and as a mitigator of such
problems. On the one hand, Goddess Kosi can be found in the Hindu scriptures
and hence is part of the Hindu system. Though stories vary, she is usually wild
and untamed (Mishra 2009) yet, as related in Renu’s story, there is a long tradition
of trying to appease her by singing songs in her praise at times of flooding. As we
shall see later, this tradition of appeasement rituals also has played a significant positive
role in psychosocial interventions.

The caste system and its corresponding symbolic violence were further
reinforced by British colonial rule’s adoption of the zamindar system. The zamindari
were mainly upper-caste Hindus with control over large areas of land. The system
allowed them to collect the level of taxes they thought correct as long as they met
a preset amount to be given the colonial rulers (Mathew and Moore 2011). This
made the zamindari comparatively rich and, at the same time, their extraction of
surplus meant that lower down the chain, landlords and cultivators had little
incentive to invest in agriculture and growth declined. Thus the zamindar system
is often accredited as the reason for Bihar’s ‘backwardness’ (Sharma et al. 2012).
When the zamindar system was abolished in Bihar in 1948, the main beneficiaries
were the upper backward castes who were the superior tenants; benefits were not
passed on to lesser tenants or landless labourers.

In Bihar, economic capital in the form of land ownership still remains skewed:
96.5 percent own just 66 percent of the land, yet a further 33 percent was owned
by 5.3 percent of the landowning community (Bandyopadhyay 2009). Of those
living in rural Bihar, 84 percent own less than 0.4 hectares of land per capita (Singh
et al. 2011). Today, the agricultural sector accounts for 21 percent of Bihar’s GDP
(Sharma et al. 2012). The system of sharecropping covers approximately 35 percent
of the land. Consequently, growth in the rural sector and a decrease in poverty
are dependent on land reforms, the enactment of which successive governments
have ‘resisted’ (Bandyopadhyay 2009).

In 1990, a fundamental division into two ‘fields’ took place: the ‘caste social’
and ‘caste political’ (Jha and Pushpendra 2012). The former refers to the traditional
caste system as embodied in the scriptures. Caste political, by contrast, refers to a
new configuration in which the political caste has become disjointed from the 
social and economic fields. In the first instance, this rupture was due to the rise to
power of Lalu Prasad Yadav, who became Chief Minister of Bihar in 1990 based
on support from the upper backward castes. Since that date, ‘government’ in Bihar
has depended on a variety of caste coalitions (cf. Jha and Pushpendra 2012 for
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extensive details). For present purposes, the emergence of the caste political 
has had two important consequences. For present purposes, the emergence of the
caste political has had important consequences. Lalu introduced what Jha and
Pushpendra term ‘governance without government’. He was concerned with
undermining, both practically and symbolically, the administrative power of the
upper castes both in terms of the administration and of the police. The result was
a large scale increase in corruption and lawlessness (including caste armies and
massacres), as well as a lack of further land reforms – Lalu’s supporters who had
reaped the benefits of zamindari abolition were not interested in further reform.
Both the lawlessness prevalent at the time and Lalu’s favouring of his own Yadav
caste above others in his coalition enabled Nitish Kumar to come to power in
2005 under the slogan of ‘justice and development’. To attain power, he formed
a coalition that stretched from the upper castes to the Dalits playing, in part, the
card of land reform. However, in practice, possible reforms were blocked by the
upper castes in Kumar’s coalition, thus perpetuating inequalities (Jha and
Pushpendra 2012). Skewed ownership thus remains, and corruption, though
reduced, continues to be endemic.

The zamindari system also played a major role in the building of a culture of
embankment building in reaction to flooding and consequent crop and revenue
loss. The response to any flood appeared to be ‘build an embankment’ and, as the
zamindari were to benefit from flood control, they were given the responsibility
of managing, supervising, overseeing, maintaining and designing the embankments
(Singh 2008). Changing the flow of the Kosi in one area would lead to increased
flooding in another, resulting in conflicts and the building of additional
embankments to safeguard the land that had now become more flooded. The culture
of embankment building has continued. In 1954, when the Bihar flood policy was
introduced, there were 160 km of embankments; that figure is now more than
3,000 km. During the same period, flood-prone areas have increased to 6.89 million
ha. Two basic problems remain unresolved. First, the Kosi’s sediment load of some
80 million tons per annum means that its river bed will always rise, increasing the
potential for flooding. Second, maintenance of the embankments is often neglected,
causing extensive flooding (Mishra 2008). Following extensive floods in 1953, the
Kosi Barrage was built 5 km into Nepal, under agreement between the Indian and
Nepalese governments. The work was completed in 1963; nevertheless, serious
flooding has occurred in 1963, 1971, 1984, 1987, 1991 and 1995 (Reddy et al.
2008). The 2008 breach followed this pattern.

The circular migration of lower caste men to undertake agricultural work in
the Punjab or jobs in Delhi has impacted the position of women in Bihar.
Traditionally, they have been subject to the symbolic violence of being restricted
by Hindu customs to the household, seldom moving outside the tola (hamlet), and
having little power in decision making (Shattuck 1999). It would be wrong to
overemphasise changes, but the absence of men has meant that women have a
greater say in decision making and an increase in mobility, though these are often
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restricted to the village level. It has also meant additional work, taking on tasks
that previously carried out by men (Datta and Rustagi 2012).

All in all, the local vulnerability context can be summed up thus: although Bihar
is rich in natural capital (Bandyopadhyay 2009), it remains one of the poorest regions
in the world, having a multidimensional poverty rate of about 81 percent, which
is similar to that of Sierra Leone or Guinea (UNDP 2010). The overall structuring
structure of the region has been the caste system and a related set of caste positions,
economic structures, conglomerate beliefs and symbolic systems. The majority of
rural Biharis are small-scale landowners, or agricultural labourers who lack all forms
of capital: economic, symbolic, social and cultural (the average literacy rate – as a
basic approximation for cultural capital – for Bihar being 42 percent, the lowest
in India), and are correspondingly weak in terms of power. We now turn to see
how this played out in the 2008 Kosi flood.

Rajni and the psychosocial consequences of the 2008 Kosi
River flooding disaster

Madhepura is one of the poorest districts in Bihar (UNDP 2009) and Rajni is a
fairly representative village of the district, lying in one of the areas worst hit by
the flooding. The village has approximately 11,500 inhabitants and a sex ratio 
of 916 females per 1,000 males. Approximately two thirds of its total workforce
of 6,000 are landless agricultural labourers and a further 1,300 are cultivators. About
31.5 percent of the villagers belong to Scheduled Castes.1 Approximately 70
percent of the villagers in Rajni are illiterate. With the exception of two pucca
(concrete) houses, almost all the buildings in the village are kutcha (thatched). Rajni
has no paved roads or electricity.

Methodology

The original intention of this research was to employ a mixed methods approach.
Qualitative interviews were held to allow for the emergence of unexpected factors.
These were the basis for quantitative interviews aimed to strengthen generalis-
ability. No survey concerning mental health had been carried out in the area, or
Bihar as a whole, prior to the disaster, thus baseline data depended on recall. 
A total of four focus group interviews were held in different areas of the village
in order to capture potential variances in exposure, which is one of the strongest
predictors of mental health outcomes following floods (Norris et al. 2002, Norris
2010, Crabtree 2012). A separate focus group for women from all areas of the
village was held to ensure that women’s voices were heard. Each meeting lasted
for approximately half a day.

Semi-structured individual interviews were undertaken with the former Mukhia
(the village head at the time of the flood), a traditional healer, a ‘quack’,2 and two
health workers. Further semi-structured interviews (with two men and two
women) were held to permit a more in depth understanding of people’s emotions
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and how and why they have changed over time. Finally, semi-structured interviews
were made with three doctors and the hospital administrator at the nearest hospital
at Murliganj. All interviewees had life threatening experiences during the 2008
flood.

The intention was to use the ‘General Health Questionnaire 12’ (GHQ-12), a
widely used screening test for disorders, as part of the quantitative study. However,
it was found that the official translation of the GHQ-12 was too literal; in particular
question number twelve, concerning happiness, failed to capture the meaning of
the original. Hence only information from the first eleven questions could be used.
These suffice to diagnose some symptoms of depression.

Research was stopped prematurely for safety reasons, as there were armed gangs
in the area. As a result, two small minority groups, Muslims and a ‘scheduled’ tribe,
were not included in the study. These groups account for a total of 1.6 percent
of the village population.

Flood phases and stressors

The Kosi River breached its embankment on 18 August 2008. Some villagers were
warned of the flood the next day; however, these warnings were dismissed as the
‘usual flooding’. In fact, flooding of this magnitude was simply outside the villagers’
experience and beyond their imagination. Villagers disagreed as to when the flood
arrived (the morning of 21 or 22 August). Nevertheless, it is probable that the
threat to people’s lives and loss of their livelihoods, especially through the loss of
cattle, could have been significantly reduced if these warnings had been acted upon.
As the villagers identified these threats as being the two major stressors from the
event/disaster, it is highly likely that the negative psychosocial conse quences
would have been significantly reduced. This may have been the case in many areas
in the region depending in part on how close people were to the breach, as few
people received warnings (UNDP 2009).

Flood onset

Villagers’ immediate response to flood onset reflected their habitus, their dispositions
to act in certain ways to give the flood meaning and their doxa. Thus, some people
started to build makeshift dams that later proved totally inadequate and led to guilt
for having made the wrong decision. Others tried to appease Goddess Kosi by singing
songs to her (as in Renu’s short story) in the belief that she was punishing them for
their evil deeds (this contrasts with fatalist understandings of disasters, as the
villagers saw themselves as the cause). Consequently, there was an absence of anger,
otherwise a common psychological response to disasters (IFRC 2009): villagers had
no reason to be angry; instead, Goddess Kosi was angry with them. Goddess Kosi
was part of the villagers’ doxa, and she thus made the flood meaningful.

At the onset of the flood, one man who had a weak heart died of a heart attack
and another man was swept away by the floods (had the warning been understood,
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it is possible that both fatalities would have been prevented). As one man stated,
the situation ‘was too pathetic and too horrible to describe’. Everyone in the village
felt their life threatened and felt intense fear and helplessness, thus meeting criterion
A for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD; DSM-IV3 criteria).

The villagers of Rajni perceived flood onset as the worst time. In focus group
discussions, people were asked questions concerning additional criteria for PTSD,
namely intrusive recollection (B), avoidance/numbing (C), hyper-arousal (D),
duration of symptoms (of over one month) (E), and functional significance (defined
as clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational or other areas
of functioning) (F). As the research was carried out eighteen months post-onset,
all interviewees/participants met criterion E. The focus group interviews revealed
that most people met criterion B, in the form of frequent nightmares. Some reported
avoidance (C) in the form of avoiding escape routes, or hyper-arousal (D) during
the monsoon season, though this problem had diminished once the embankment
had been repaired.

Although re-experiencing a disaster is common, few studies ask what people
specifically re-experience and why. In Rajni, nightmares of villagers predominantly,
but not exclusively, concerned a loss of cattle rather than an immediate threat to
villagers’ lives resulting from the flood waters. Cows play a crucial role in the villagers’
lives and livelihoods. Cow dung is used for fires and as fuel for cooking, as manure
for the fields and as a building material for houses. But the additional deep root
cause related to the symbolic value of cows is that, as the villagers are Kabir Panthis
and therefore vegetarian, cow’s milk plays a central role in their diet. Thus, intrusive
recollection was focused more on people’s culturally defined livelihoods and long
term wellbeing than it did to the immediate threat to their lives from drowning,
which would otherwise be the emphasis of PTSD criterion A.

The focus group members, the traditional healer, the ‘quack’ and the health
workers considered two men to be ‘non-functioning’. One had lost everything
and ‘given up’ and the other, who was of nervous disposition before the flood,
became even more so afterwards.

Perhaps the most important feature of the initial phase of psychosocial
consequences of the flood was the temporary breakdown of the structuring
structures of cultural norms and caste distinctions within Rajni by the villagers.
The common threat to lives led to changes in social and symbolic capital as villagers
helped each other and shared what food there was across caste distinctions and 
a sense of common purpose was created (Oliver-Smith 1986). This increased 
social cohesion was crucial for mitigating negative mental health outcomes. Several
epidemiological studies have shown that social capital can reduce the risk of
developing mental disorders (cf. Patrick and Patrick 1981, Suar et al. 2002, Norris
et al. 2005). Given the devastation and loss of livelihoods, one might expect suicide
rates to increase. However, according to the doctors at the nearest hospital in
Murliganj, suicide rates in the area remained constant. According to villagers in
Rajni, this was due to increased social coherence during the flood.4
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Time away

Throughout the area affected by the flood, 15.6 percent of people remained in
their villages – primarily due to worry of theft, 33.9 percent stayed in government
camps, 3.8 percent in NGO camps, 18.9 percent stayed with relatives or friends
and a further 24.1 percent made other arrangements on their own (UNDP 2009,
p. 14). Villagers from Rajni also went to a variety of destinations depending on
social capital, with relatives and friends being the first choice. Most went to camps,
and some moved from one place to another. Caste was not an important factor
here. A few stayed in the village throughout the period to look after cattle and
prevent theft (safeguarding their livelihoods).

According to focus group interviews, several people found their lives threatened
for different reasons while they were in the camps (PTSD criterion A). In one
case, flood water rose to almost the top of the embankment where the camp was
situated before subsiding. People also felt threatened by cobras and scorpions, which
were searching for the same high ground as the villagers.

At the start of their life in the camps, the women participating in the study
expressed anxiety, as being in a state of ‘numbness’ and feeling ‘indecisive and
helpless’, not knowing what to do. Others said that their ‘senses were not working’
and that they were in grief. Throughout the period of living in the encampment,
they were worried about the loss of cattle and household belongings (economic
capital). Life in the camps varied: dignity (symbolic capital) and safety were
important issues. One woman related that when there was no food, water or 
help, their status ‘was even worse than beggars’. While some villagers reported
being treated equally and without discrimination – which was far from a universal
experience in the flooded area (Dalit Watch 2008) – other villagers complained
about corruption in the distribution of relief materials and about receiving less 
food than those distributing it. There was also a suggestion that the local mafia
was involved in the corruption – a legacy of Lalu’s governance without
government.

Return, loss of livelihood and the future

The structuring structures of caste, and the deeply rooted poverty and subsistence
living which result from them, meant that the villagers also felt their lives threatened
(PTSD criterion A) upon return to Rajni. Much economic capital, which had
already been scarce, had been lost. Villagers faced food shortages, lack of purchasing
power and health threats – truths that were common throughout the flooded region
(UNDP 2009). In fact, the majority of deaths (two children and two women)
occurred after return. Approximately 60 percent of the katcha houses had collapsed.
Much of the kharif harvest had been lost and an estimated 30 percent of the land
had been lost due to silting and waterlogging. Fruit trees had dried up and new
pests had arrived. Most cattle had been lost, as were household goods and farming
equipment. The loss of land meant that landless labourers were in an even more
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precarious position than before. According to individual interviews, some villagers
still felt that their lives were threatened eighteen months after the onset of 
the flood.

Attempts to reduce the flood’s negative impact on livelihoods were limited.
The Bihar Government failed to deliver the three rehabilitation packages it
promised to each flood victim, causing considerable anger and resentment. The
first package worth 2,250 rupees (approximately 40 US dollars) plus 100 kg of
food grain was delivered, but a second package of 2,090 rupees came without grain,
and there was no third package. The Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment
Guarantee Act (MGNREGA) entitles rural households to at least one hundred days
of work per household per annum. However, the villagers of Rajni reported that
they were cheated and were only paid for one third of the time they had worked.
Illiteracy (lack of cultural capital) meant that the labourers could not check their
job cards. Gaining microcredit loans from commercial banks was also problematic
as bribes had to be paid to be awarded such loans. There was an increase in circular
migration, and the lack of economic and symbolic capital meant that it was most
commonly Dalit males who migrated, leaving their wives feeling lonely, afraid and
insecure, with an increased burden of work until the men returned.

Despite its potential for becoming life threatening, loss of livelihood did not
lead to symptoms of PTSD, but rather to symptoms of depression, as indicated by
the eleven questions of the GHQ-12 questionnaire that could be used. Villagers
said they were unable to make decisions or find initiative, had difficulty sleeping,
felt depressed and unhappy, and were unable to concentrate. Some study
participants took comfort in the (false) prediction that the world would end in
December 2012. Symptoms were related to both actual loss of livelihood and
despondency about the slim future prospect of land reform due to the inter-caste
conflicts discussed earlier. This contrasts strongly with epidemiological studies which
see psychological states as resulting from past experiences alone and do not take
expectations into account.

Gender differences

After exposure to trauma, epidemiological evidence suggests that gender is a clear
predictive factor in relation to mental health outcomes. However, it is far from
clear as to why this is so (Kimberling et al. 2009). A 2010 review of the epidemio -
logical literature (Bonanno et al. 2010) suggests that their subjective experience of
disasters provides the best explanation for why women are particularly negatively
affected by traumatic events. Other influences include women’s role as caregivers,
responsibility for households, experience of violence and perception of having less
social support (Kimberling et al. 2009).

The general trend of women being more negatively affected by disasters/trauma
than men was supported by focus group interviews in Rajni, and is supported 
by the only epidemiological study following the 2008 Kosi floods (Telles et al.
2009). Male interviewees maintained that women are more ‘sensitive’ than men
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(cf. Liu et al. 2006 for a similar explanation). However, the evidence from Bihar
suggests that women face additional stressors. Again, symbolic capital is essential
in explaining these distinctions. The Bihar Voluntary Health Association (BVHA
2010), which worked on psychosocial interventions during the floods, found that
women and adolescent girls who were not used to going outside their tolas or
mingling with unfamiliar men suffered as a result. Privacy was lost, especially in
relation to hygiene (UNDP 2009). Research by the International Centre for
Integrated Mountain Development in the Saharsa district reported that ‘self-
imposed starvation to avoid having to defecate is a common occurrence in flood-
affected areas’ (ICIMOD 2009, p. 28), as Muslim women considered it shameful
to defecate in the open.

PTSD is not only related to life threatening circumstances; it can also be caused
by violence to women in the form of rape or other abuse. The BVHA reported
‘During the rescue work many women faced violence and misbehaviour which
added to their sorrow and grief’ (BVHA 2010). During field research rumours of
cases of rape during evacuation or in the camps were heard. This topic was off-
limits in interviews with women, but as one man said, ‘I can confirm that it
happened, but I refuse to tell you anything more.’ After this statement, he left.
This may not relate directly to women from Rajni, and it is not clear how
widespread such incidences were.

Culture played an important role in determining which problems did not arise.
Being unable to carry out appropriate burial rituals can have major consequences
in some cultures (Rao 2006). In Rajni, I was told that this was not a problem as
people were poor and, traditionally, poor people are thrown into the rivers. The
suicide rate in the area generally did not change; this was due to both negative
cultural attitudes towards suicide and the strong sense of social cohesion that
developed. Due to cultural restraints, cases of addictive disorders did not increase.
There was no suggestion of an increase in post-traumatic symptoms; this was not
necessary because the religious beliefs of villagers gave the flood meaning as it was.
These were not necessarily conscious decisions, but unconscious dispositions to
act or not act in certain ways – a result of people’s habitus.

Healing and not healing

Recent literature on disasters has drawn attention to the importance of local
knowledge regarding coping methods. There is an important line of thought found
within psychosocial literature that concerns itself with the ‘tyranny of Western
expertise’, arguing in favour of local, culturally appropriate traditions (Marsella 
2010). Similarly, psychosocial interventions have been attacked for their lack of
cultural sensitivity and irrelevance for people who are reconstructing their lives
(Summerfield 2005). These interventions are a new feature of disaster manage-
ment in Bihar (BVHA 2010), and some entities call for psychosocial interventions
on the basis of perceived needs (Jha and Raghavan 2008, UNDP 2009). Many of
the villagers in Rajni received psychosocial help when they were in the camps.
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This help included singing songs to Goddess Kosi and yoga lessons by one of India’s
most famous yoga gurus, Baba Ramdev, who made a brief stop to the encamp -
ments, and later yoga lessons conducted by Ramdev’s followers. But ‘local’ and
‘culturally sensitive’ yoga interventions are open to question, as yoga was not
previously practised in the area. Counselling, a Western form of intervention, was
both given and received by the villagers; those who did not receive psychosocial
help stated that they would have appreciated it. Eighteen months after the onset
of the flood, villagers expressed their desire for long term psychosocial interventions.

One man from Rajni attended a psychiatrist to gain help with his sleeplessness
and nightmares. He was then given sleeping tablets, which according to one of
the health workers (his mother) had helped his ailments. The traditional healer,
who used a combination of mantras and mustard seed, did not perceive any increased
demand following the flood. His own assessment (said with a smile) was that results
were mixed; sometimes healing worked and other times it did not. The village
quack reported having treated four men who he described as ‘senseless because of
fear’, with very strong heart palpitations and generalised trembling. He described
them as ‘depressed’, for which he gave them vitamin B tablets (not a local remedy)
that the quack said had helped (the symptoms suggest panic attacks on DSM-IV
criteria, in which case the symptoms would disappear of their own accord). 
All in all, this means that far under one percent of the villagers sought help, and
the rest dealt with problems themselves. Neither Western expertise nor local
knowledge was of much influence. According to the interviews, there was a gender
division regarding coping strategies. Women tried to cope with their problems by
talking and men by restrained drinking at festivals. Yet there was clearly a desire
for help.

Conclusion

Whereas epidemiological literature sees a flood as one stressor, villagers in Rajni
faced at least two traumatic stressors (flood onset and loss of livelihood). Some
villagers faced additional traumatic stressors, namely potential flooding of the
camp, exposure to poisonous animals and, in the case of women, potential rape.
Nonetheless, research evidence suggests that villagers did not suffer from full-blown
PTSD. Two people were deemed to have mental health problems and nightmares
were widespread, as were symptoms of depression. Four people experienced
symptoms of panic attacks. Additionally, there were a large number of com paratively
smaller but nonetheless important stressors, which were particularly prominent for
women, such as shame, lack of privacy and loneliness. At the same time, a number
of problems found elsewhere did not arise. There was no increase in addictive
disorders, suicides, anger or grief due to lack of bereavement rituals. Nor was there
any evidence of post-traumatic growth (Tedeschi and Calhoun 2004).

These findings, this chapter suggests, are best explained not in terms of a few
predictive factors but from a Bourdieuan perspective. The psychosocial conse quences
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of the flood had deep roots going back to the third century BC. The structuring
structures of caste, the zamindari system, the culture of building and relying on
unstable embankments (which was the immediate cause of the flood), and the
region’s symbolic and political systems all meant that the villagers’ main concern
regarding the flooding was a culturally defined loss of livelihood which led to
symptoms of depression.

Perhaps the most important mitigator against psychosocial harm was the increase
in social capital and the correlate reduction of symbolic violence, which arose at
the start of the flood. This involved a breakdown of the caste system and the social
distinctions and power relations that the system implies. Reducing the number of
depressive symptoms will involve improving people’s livelihoods, which is the
villagers’ top priority, and which requires deep, radical, sociocultural changes: land
reform, reducing women’s dependency, ending caste discrimination, abolishing
corruption and improving health and education. I share the concern stated below:

We are [. . .] concerned about what happens even when it is admitted that
social and economic factors are the most crucial. There is often a reluctance
to deal with such factors because it is politically expedient (i.e., less difficult
for those in power) to address the technical factors that deal with natural
hazards. Changing social and economic factors usually means altering the way
power operates in society. Radical policies are often required, many facing
powerful political opposition.

(Wisner et al. 2004, p. 7)

Five and a half years later, the one-man Kosi Commission has yet to publish
its report.

Eventually, rats were found to be responsible for the breaking of the Bardaha Dam.
Rats had dug up countless tunnels through its foundation, making it weak and porous
– in less than a year!

From ‘Old Story, New Moral’ by 
Phanishwarnath Renu (2010)

Notes

1 Castes recognised by the Indian Constitution as being traditionally disadvantaged.
2 In India, a quack is ‘one who practices a form of medicinal system without qualification,

training and registration from the appropriate council or authority’ (Gupta 2010, p. 795).
Gupta estimates that there are 1.5 million quacks working in India.

3 The fourth version of the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders.

4 Eighteen months later, some villagers maintained that old divisions were gone as now
they were all poor; others argued that divisions and structural divisions were reappearing.
The maintenance of livelihood patterns and work relations suggests the latter.
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